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State of Resistance 2018-04-03
concise clear and convincing a vision for the country as a whole james fallows the new york times
book review a leading sociologist s brilliant and revelatory argument that the future of politics work
immigration and more may be found in california once upon a time any mention of california
triggered unpleasant reminders of ronald reagan and right wing tax revolts ballot propositions
targeting undocumented immigrants and racist policing that sparked two of the nation s most
devastating riots in fact california confronted many of the challenges the rest of the country faces
now decades before the rest of us today california is leading the way on addressing climate change
low wage work immigrant integration overincarceration and more as white residents became a
minority and job loss drove economic uncertainty california had its own trump moment twenty five
years ago but has become increasingly blue over each of the last seven presidential elections how
did the golden state manage to emerge from its unsavory past to become a bellwether for the rest of
the country thirty years after mike davis s hellish depiction of california in city of quartz the award
winning sociologist manuel pastor guides us through a new and improved california complete with
lessons that the nation should heed inspiring and expertly researched state of resistance makes the
case for honestly engaging racial anxiety in order to address our true economic and generational
challenges a renewed commitment to public investments the cultivation of social movements and
community organizing and more

Hidden Transcripts and the Arts of Resistance 2004
the essays in this volume develop the highly suggestive insights and theory of james c scott
especially those related to patterns of domination and subordination the role of religion in
supporting or opposing the powerful and the arts of resistance by the subordinated to tackle key
issues in the interpretation of jesus and paul all the contributors implicitly or explicitly assume a
stance sympathetic with subordinatd peoples of the past and present while all pursue primarily
critical literary historical and social analysis on new testament texts in historical contexts some also
examine historical or contemporary comparative materials in addition some even find scott useful in
critical self examination of our own scholarly motives stances and approaches in relation to texts and
their uses from publisher s description

Assessment of Resistance and Inheritance to Barley Yellow
Dwarf Virus Disease in Five Wheat Cultivars (Triticum
aestivum L.) 1948
draws on mid seventeenth to nineteenth century slave narratives to describe oppression in the lives
of enslaved african women investigates pre colonial west and west central african women s lives
prior to european arrival to recover the cultural traditions and religious practices that helped
enslaved women combat violence and oppression

Tests of Resistance Apparatus 2009-09-28
aung san suu kyi is a world renowned inspirational symbol of burmese resistance and courage but is
it possible for suu kyi to mend the deep divisions in burmese society who are the groups that make
up burma s face of resistance this book explores these questions
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Enslaved Women and the Art of Resistance in Antebellum
America 2013
during ww2 josephine baker the world s richest and most glamorous entertainer was an allied spy in
occupied france this is the story of her heroic personal resistance to nazi germany prior to world war
ii josephine baker was a music hall diva renowned for her singing and exotic dancing her beauty and
sexuality she was the most highly paid female performer in europe when the nazis seized her
adopted city paris she was banned from the stage along with all negroes and jews yet instead of
returning to america she vowed to stay and to fight the nazi evil overnight she went from performer
to resistance spy in agent josephine best selling author damien lewis uncovers this little known
history of the famous singer s life during the years of the war as a member of the french nurse
paratroopers a cover for her spying work she participated in numerous clandestine activities and
emerged as formidable spy in turn she was a hero of the three countries in whose name she served
the us the nation of her birth france the land that embraced her during her adult career and britain
the country from which she took her orders as one of london s most closely guarded special agents
baker s secret war embodies a tale of unbounded courage passion devotion and sacrifice and of deep
and bitter tragedy fueled by her own desire to combat the rise of nazism and to fight for all that is
good and right in the world drawing on a plethora of new historical material and rigorous research
including previously undisclosed letters and journals lewis upends the conventional story of
josephine baker revealing that her mark on history went far beyond the confines of the stage

The Face of Resistance 2022-05-26
this collection of essays gives voice to a diversity of perspectives involved in the production
exhibition documentation and interpretation of landmark chicana o visual cultural expression since
the 1960s exploring the idea of resistance with a unifying theme that all art is political artwork
discussed includes etching lithography digital retablos wooden sculpture photography painting video
installation and documentary film provided by publisher

The Flame of Resistance 2015-12-03
ambalavaner sivanandan was one of britain s most influential radical thinkers as director of the
institute of race relations for forty years his work changed the way that we think about race racism
globalisation and resistance communities of resistance collects together some of his most famous
essays including his excoriating polemic on thatcherism and the left the hokum of new times this
updated edition contains a new preface by gary younge and an introduction by arun kundnani

Born of Resistance 2019-10-08
this book is about resistance in everyday life illustrated through empirical contexts from different
parts of the world resistance is a widespread phenomenon in biological social and psychological
domains of human cultural development yet it is not well articulated in the academic literature and
when it is resistance is most often considered counter productive simple evaluations of resistance as
positive or negative are avoided in this volume instead it is conceptualised as a vital process for
human development and well being while resistance is usually treated as an extraordinary
occurrence the focus here is on everyday resistance as an intentional process where new meaning
constructions emerge in thinking feeling acting or simply living with others resistance is thus
conceived as a meaning making activity that operates at the intersection of personal and collective
systems the contributors deal with strategies for handling dissent by individuals or groups
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specifically dissent through resistance resistance can be a location of intense personal interpersonal
and cultural negotiation and that is the primary reason for interest in this phenomenon ordinary life
events contain innumerable instances of agency and resistance this volume discusses their
manifestations and it is therefore of interest for academics and researchers of cultural psychology
cultural studies anthropology sociology and human development

Communities of Resistance 2017-07-10
examining different forms of resistance among shi i women in the middle east and europe this book
studies the performance of sectarian and gender power relations as expressed in shi i ritual
practices it provides a new transnational approach to researching gender agency in contemporary
islamic movements in both the middle east and europe

Resistance in Everyday Life 2022-01-20
chosen by library journal as one of the best reference texts of 2016 occupy indignados the tea party
the arab spring anonymous these and other terms have become part of an emerging lexicon in
recent years signalling an important development that has gripped many parts of the world millions
of people are increasingly involved whether directly or indirectly in movements of resistance and
protestation however resistance and its conceptual companions protest contestation opposition
disobedience and mobilization all seem to be still mostly seen in public and private discourses as
illegitimate and problematic forms of action the time is therefore ripe to delve into the concerns
themes and legitimacy the sage handbook of resistance offers theoretical essays enabling readers to
forge their own perspectives of what is resistance and emphasizes the empirical and experiential
dimension of resistance making strong choices in terms of how contemporary topics related to
resistance help to rethink our societies as protest societies the coverage is divided into six key sub
sections foundations sites of resistance technologies of resistance languages of resistance
geographies of resistance consequences of resistance

The Art of Resistance in Islam 2016-07-31
it could have been so much worse a deeply reported insider story of how a handful of washington
officials staged a daring resistance to an unprecedented presidency and prevented chaos
overwhelming the government and the nation each federal employee takes an oath to support and
defend the constitution of the united states against all enemies foreign and domestic but none had
imagined that enemy might be the commander in chief with the presidency of donald trump a fault
line between the president and vital forces within his government was established those who
honored their oath of office their obligation to the constitution were wary of the president and they
in turn were not trusted and occasionally fired and replaced with loyalists american resistance is the
first book to chronicle the unprecedented role so many in the government were forced to play and
the consequences of their actions during the trump administration from lt col alexander vindman
and his brother yevgeny to ambassador marie yovanovitch to bill taylor fiona hill and the official who
first called himself anonymous miles taylor among others rothkopf examines the resistance
movement that slowly built in washington drawing from first hand testimonies deep background and
research american resistance shows how when the president threatened to run amok a few key
figures rose in defiance it reveals the conflict within the department of justice over actively seeking
instances of election fraud and abuse to help the president illegally retain power and multiple battles
within the white house over the influence of jared and ivanka and in particular the extraordinary
efforts to get them security clearances even after they were denied to them david rothkopf
chronicles how each person came to realize that they were working for an administration that
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threatened to wreak havoc one defense secretary was told by his mother to resign before it was too
late in an intense drama in which a few good men and women stood up to the tyrant in their midst

The SAGE Handbook of Resistance 2022-11-01
this book explores how street art has been used as a tool of resistance to express opposition to
political systems and social issues around the world aesthetic devices such as murals tags posters
street performances and caricatures are discussed in terms of how they are employed to occupy
urban spaces and present alternative visions of social reality based on empirical research the
authors use the framework of creative psychology to explore the aesthetic dimensions of resistance
that can be found in graffiti art music poetry and other creative cultural forms chapters include case
studies from countries including brazil canada chile denmark egypt ireland mexico and spain to shed
new light on the social cultural and political dynamics of street art not only locally but globally this
innovative collection will be of particular interest to scholars of social and political psychology urban
studies and the wider sociologies and is essential reading for all those interested in the role of art in
social change

American Resistance 1970
reassesses the italian resistance movement historically conceived and explores the concept of
resistance within the contemporary cultural context from a multidisciplinary perspective

A Piece of Resistance 2018-02-08
award winning boston university educator and researcher muhammad h zaman provides a chilling
look at the rise of antibiotic resistant superbugs explaining how we got here and what we must do to
address this growing global health crisis in september 2016 a woman in nevada became the first
known case in the u s of a person who died of an infection resistant to every antibiotic available her
death is the worst nightmare of infectious disease doctors and public health professionals while
bacteria live within us and are essential for our health some strains can kill us as bacteria continue
to mutate becoming increasingly resistant to known antibiotics we are likely to face a public health
crisis of unimaginable proportions it will be like the great plague of the middle ages the influenza
pandemic of 1918 the aids crisis of the 1990s and the ebola epidemic of 2014 all combined into a
single threat muhammad h zaman warns the biography of resistance is zaman s riveting and timely
look at why and how microbes are becoming superbugs it is a story of science and evolution that
looks to history culture attitudes and our own individual choices and collective human behavior
following the trail of resistant bacteria from previously uncontacted tribes in the amazon to the
isolated islands in the arctic from the urban slums of karachi to the wilderness of the australian
outback zaman examines the myriad factors contributing to this unfolding health crisis including war
greed natural disasters and germophobia to the culprits driving it pharmaceutical companies
farmers industrialists doctors governments and ordinary people all whose choices are pushing us
closer to catastrophe joining the ranks of acclaimed works like microbe hunters the emperor of all
maladies and spillover a biography of resistance is a riveting and chilling tale from a natural
storyteller on the front lines and a clarion call to address the biggest public health threat of our time

Street Art of Resistance 2017-05-24
this book serves as both an introduction to the concept of resistance in poststructuralist thought and
an original contribution to the continuing philosophical discussion of this topic how can a body of
thought that mistrusts universal principles explain the possibility of critical resistance without
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appeals to abstract norms how can emancipatory resistance be distinguished from domination can
there be a poststructuralist ethics david hoy explores these crucial questions through lucid readings
of nietzsche foucault bourdieu derrida and others he traces the genealogy of resistance from
nietzsche s break with the cartesian concept of consciousness to foucault s and bourdieu s theories
of how subjects are formed through embodied social practices he also considers levinas heidegger
and derrida on the sources of ethical resistance finally in light of current social theory from judith
butler to slavoj zizek he challenges poststructuralism as a category and suggests the term post
critique as a more accurate description of contemporary continental philosophy hoy is a leading
american scholar of poststructuralism critical resistance is the only book in english that deals
substantively with the topical concept of resistance in relation to poststructuralist thought
discussions of which have dominated continental social thought for many years

The Concept of Resistance in Italy 2020-04-21
remarkable mischievous inspiring the eighty odd stories in small acts of resistance bring hidden
histories to life the courage of the people in these stories is breathtaking so too is the impact and
imagination of their actions these mostly little known stories including those written from
eyewitness experience of the events and situations described reveal the role ordinary people have
played in achieving extraordinary change in the real world it will never happen the skeptics love to
tell us as this book so vividly shows the skeptics have repeatedly been proven wrong stories in this
include how strollers toilet paper and illegal ketchup helped end forty years of one party communist
rule dogs and what they wore helped protestors humiliate a murderous regime internet videos about
cuddly animals infuriated a repressive government which tried and failed to ban the craze football
crowds found ways of singing the national anthem so as to defy a junta of torturers now in jail
women successfully put pressure on warlords to end one of africa s bloodiest wars the singing of old
folksongs hastened the collapse of an empire sustained by tanksif you think individuals are
powerless to change the world read this remarkable book and you ll surely change your mind

Biography of Resistance 2005-08-12
the period of apartheid was a perilous time in south africa s history this book examines the tactics of
resistance developed by those working for the weekly mail and new nation two opposition
newspapers published in south africa in the mid and late 1980s the government in an attempt to
crack down on the massive political resistance sweeping the country had imposed martial law and
imposed even greater restrictions on the press bryan trabold examines the writing legal and political
strategies developed by those working for these newspapers to challenge the censorship restrictions
as much as possible without getting banned despite the many steps taken by the government to
silence them including detaining the editor of new nation for two years and temporarily closing both
newspapers the weekly mail and new nation not only continued to publish but actually increased
their circulations and obtained strong domestic and international support new nation ceased
publication in 1994 after south africa made the transition to democracy but the weekly mail now the
mail guardian continues to publish and remains one of south africa s most respected newspapers

Critical Resistance 2010-10-13
winner of the 2015 man booker international prize the melancholy of resistance lszl krasznahorkai s
magisterial surreal novel depicts a chain of mysterious events in a small hungarian town a circus
promising to display the stuffed body of the largest whale in the world arrives in the dead of winter
prompting bizarre rumours word spreads that the circus folk have a sinister purpose in mind and the
frightened citizens cling to any manifestation of order they can find music cosmology fascism the
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novel s characters are unforgettable the evil mrs eszter plotting her takeover of the town her
weakling husband and valuska our hapless hero with his head in the clouds who is the tender centre
of the book the only pure and noble soul to be found compact powerful and intense the melancholy
of resistance as its enormously gifted translator george szirtes puts it is a slow lava flow of narrative
a vast black river of type and yet miraculously the novel in the words of guardian lifts the reader
along in lunar leaps and bounds

Small Acts of Resistance 2018-07-31
this book explores the epistemic side of racial and sexual oppression it elucidates how social
insensitivities and imposed silences prevent members of different groups from listening to each
other

Rhetorics of Resistance 2016-05-12
an american expatriate takes justice into his own hands in central china when the police prove
incapable of aid

The Melancholy of Resistance 2013
focuses on the critical people element in reengineering and restructuring efforts

The Epistemology of Resistance 2020-12-21
in a style as magical as tolkien and as authentic as twain you are in for an exciting ride as the
outraged corporate oligarchy scrambles to take back power after the dandelion insurrection s
successful nonviolent revolution

The Price of Resistance 1993-01-01
in new mexico once a spanish colony then part of mexico pueblo indians and descendants of spanish
and mexican era settlers still think of themselves as distinct peoples each with a dynamic history at
the core of these persistent cultural identities is each group s historical relationship to the others
and to the land a connection that changed dramatically when the united states wrested control of
the region from mexico in 1848

Path of Resistance 1996
latin american women were among those who led the suffrage movements of the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries and their opposition to military dictatorships has galvanized more recent
political movements throughout the region but because of the continuous attempts to silence them
activists have struggled to make their voices heard at the heart of voices of resistance are the
testimonies of thirteen women who fought for human rights and social justice in their communities
some played significant roles in the cuban revolution of 1959 while others organized grassroots
resistance to the seventeen year pinochet dictatorship in chile though the women share many
objectives they are a diverse group ranging in age from thirty to eighty and coming from varied
ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds the cuban and chilean women judy maloof interviewed use
the narrative form to reinvent themselves maloof includes narratives from a poet a tobacco worker a
political prisoner an artist and a social worker to demonstrate the different faces of their struggle in
the process these women were able to begin to put together their fragmented lives speaking out is
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both a means for personal liberation and a political act of protest against authoritarian regimes the
bond that these women have is not simply that they have suffered they share a commitment to
resisting violence and confronting inequities at great personal risk

Beyond the Wall of Resistance 2018-03-10
speaking out against the myths of the 1990s especially those associated with neo liberalism this text
offers a defence of the public interest

The Roots of Resistance 2007
play fool to catch wise proverb of jamaican slaves confrontations between the powerless and
powerful are laden with deception the powerless feign deference and the powerful subtly assert
their mastery peasants serfs untouchables slaves laborers and prisoners are not free to speak their
minds in the presence of power these subordinate groups instead create a secret discourse that
represents a critique of power spoken behind the backs of the dominant at the same time the
powerful also develop a private dialogue about practices and goals of their rule that cannot be
openly avowed in this book renowned social scientist james c scott offers a penetrating discussion
both of the public roles played by the powerful and powerless and the mocking vengeful tone they
display off stage what he terms their public and hidden transcripts using examples from the
literature history and politics of cultures around the world scott examines the many guises this
interaction has taken throughout history and the tensions and contradictions it reflects scott
describes the ideological resistance of subordinate groups their gossip folktales songs jokes and
theater their use of anonymity and ambiguity he also analyzes how ruling elites attempt to convey an
impression of hegemony through such devices as parades state ceremony and rituals of
subordination and apology finally he identifies with quotations that range from the recollections of
american slaves to those of russian citizens during the beginnings of gorbachev s glasnost campaign
the political electricity generated among oppressed groups when for the first time the hidden
transcript is spoken directly and publicly in the face of power his landmark work will revise our
understanding of subordination resistance hegemony folk culture and the ideas behind revolt

Roots of Resistance 2021-05-11
since donald trump s first day in office a large and energetic grassroots resistance has taken to the
streets to protest his administration s plans for the united states millions marched in pussy hats on
the day after the inauguration outraged citizens flocked to airports to declare that america must be
open to immigrants masses of demonstrators circled the white house to demand action on climate
change and that was only the beginning who are the millions of people marching against the trump
administration how are they connected to the blue wave that washed over the u s congress in 2018
and what does it all mean for the future of american democracy american resistance traces activists
from the streets back to the communities and congressional districts around the country where they
live work and vote using innovative survey data and interviews with key players dana r fisher
analyzes how resistance groups have channeled outrage into activism using distributed organizing to
make activism possible by anyone from anywhere whenever and wherever it is needed most
beginning with the first women s march and following the movement through the 2018 midterms
fisher demonstrates how the energy and enthusiasm of the resistance paid off in a wave of
democratic victories she reveals how the left rebounded from the devastating 2016 election the
lessons for turning grassroots passion into electoral gains and what comes next american resistance
explains the organizing that is revitalizing democracy to counter trump s presidency
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Voices of Resistance 1998
a biography of a british world war ii secret agent who escaped the buchenwald concentration camp
one of the most determined and courageous secret agents of the second world war harry peulevé
joined the bef in 1940 before volunteering for f section of the special operations executive on his
first mission to occupied france to set up the scientist circuit he broke his leg on landing and after
numerous close calls made a heroic crossing of the pyrenees on sticks in december 1942 imprisoned
he escaped and eventually returned to england in may 1943 he formed a close friendship with
violette szabo before setting out to train a maquis group in central france despite the gestapo s
repeated attempts to catch him he built a secret army of several thousand resistance fighters
eventually betrayed and captured he was tortured at avenue foch but never broken by coincidence
he and violette met while in captivity before harry was sent to buchenwald where he not only
avoided execution but also managed to escape reaching american lines in april 1945 sadly peulevé
never fully recovered from his wartime traumas but nothing can detract from his outstanding
courage and contribution

Acts of Resistance 2008-10-01
this book brings together multidisciplinary perspectives to explore how political values and acts of
resistance impact the delivery of social justice in post colonial states everyday life in post colonial
states such as south africa and zimbabwe is characterized by injustices that have both a historical
and contemporary nature from fishers in cape town accused of poaching to residents of bulawayo
demanding access to water this book focuses on the relationship between the state and groups that
have been historically oppressed due to being on the margins of the political economic and social
system it draws on empirical research from 12 scholars looking at cases in brazil india south africa
and zimbabwe chapters explore questions such as what citizens especially those from marginalized
groups want from the state the book looks at the political values of citizens and how these are
formed in the process of engaging with the state and through everyday injustices it also asks why
and how citizens resist the state with examples of protest as well as less visible forms of resistance
reflecting complex histories and power relations finally the book explores how narratives and
counter narratives reveal the nature of political values and perceptions of what is just taken together
these elements show the evolution of post colonial social contracts examining important themes in
political science anthropology sociology and urban geography this book will appeal to scholars and
students interested in political values justice social movements and resistance

Domination and the Arts of Resistance 2019-11-05
2013 christy award winner years of nazi occupation have stolen much from brigitte durand family
freedom hope for a future especially for a woman with a past like hers but that changes the day
american fighter pilot tom jaeger is shot down over occupied france picked up by the resistance tom
becomes the linchpin in their plan to infiltrate a germans only brothel and get critical intel out
through brigitte a prostitute rumored to be sympathetic to the allied cause d day looms and
everyone knows that invasion is imminent but so is treachery and the life of one american pilot
unexpectedly jeopardizes everything he becomes more important than the mission to a man who
cannot bear to lose another agent and to a woman who is more than just a prostitute who finally
realizes that her actions could change the course of history
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American Resistance 2014-12-19
focuses on the critical people element in reengineering and restructuring efforts and offers a new
approach for transforming resistance in order to achieve positive outcomes and building lasting
relationships

Spirit of Resistance 2021-03-23
a pair of siblings bucolic french town is almost untouched by the ravages of wwii when their friend
goes into hiding and his jewish parents disappear they realize they must take a stand

Political Values and Narratives of Resistance 2012-05-18
all of his life lewis smith knew only peace he was smart brave and always knew what the right thing
to do lewis was only fourteen years old when he saw his father leave in a hurry one early morning
not knowing where his father is heading lewis follows him into town not knowing what was about to
occur nothing could prepare lewis for what he encounters within the first twenty four hours his life
was forever changed by the realities of war

Flame of Resistance 2010
the 500 years of resistance comic book is a powerful and historically accurate graphic portrayal of
indigenous resistance to the european colonization of the americas beginning with the spanish
invasion under christopher columbus and ending with the six nations land reclamation in ontario in
2006 gord hill spent two years unearthing images and researching historical information to create
the 500 years of resistance comic book which presents the story of aboriginal resistance in a far
reaching format other events depicted include the 1680 pueblo revolt in new mexico the inca
insurgency in peru from the 1500s to the 1780s pontiac and the 1763 rebellion and royal
proclamation geronimo and the 1860s seminole wars crazy horse and the 1877 war on the plains the
rise of the american indian movement in the 1960s 1973 s wounded knee the mohawk oka crisis in
quebec in 1990 and the 1995 aazhoodena stoney point resistance with strong plain language and
evocative illustrations the 500 years of resistance comic book documents the fighting spirit and
ongoing resistance of indigenous peoples through 500 years of genocide massacres torture rape
displacement and assimilation a necessary antidote to the conventional history of the americas

Beyond the Wall of Resistance (Revised Edition) 2010-04-27
antimicrobial resistance amr is a global public health threat the menace of antimicrobial resistance
is present across health animal agriculture food and environment sectors it therefore requires an
inter disciplinary combat approach the one health approach envisaged by the fao unep who woah
quadripartite food and agriculture organization of the united nations fao the un environment
programme unep the world health organization who and the world organisation for animal health
woah this comprehensive reference book provides a thorough understanding of antimicrobial
resistance across different sectors it presents deep insights and gives a global perspective on
antimicrobial resistance for policymakers the book offers essential and up to date information that
enables researchers from multiple fields to design research on antimicrobial resistance the book
discusses molecular mechanisms and antibiotic resistance genes of significant antimicrobial
resistant pathogens regulatory frameworks available worldwide and mitigation strategies across the
sectors including probiotics prebiotics antimicrobial peptides bacteriophages phytochemical
compounds immunostimulants vaccines bacteriocins etc it compiles essays from leading experts in
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the field of antimicrobial resistance research the book is meant for students and researchers in
microbiology medical microbiology and public health it is also helpful for clinicians and policymakers

Resistance 2020-04-09
as the wife of a resistance member in german occupied belgium claire daussois has grown used to
hiding strange men in her attic by the end of 1943 the tiny room has housed dozens of allied airmen
soldiers and other refugees whom claire nurses and harbours from the perpetual threat of discovery
by the gestapo the b 17 bomber that crash lands outside claire s village of delahaut contains the man
who will be both the last and the most significant of the attic s residents us air force pilot ted brice
ted is found severely wounded and semi conscious by ten year old jean benoit minutes before the
germans begin their search for survivors knowing of claire s connections with the resistance and
desperate to atone for his father s shameful collaboration jean realises that claire is the pilot s only
hope of survival the month that follows will stay with them both for the rest of their lives a few
weeks only a handful of days it is a period in which the war recedes in the face of more powerful
forces before imposing itself once more with shocking suddenness

Rise of Resistance 2010-10

The 500 Years of Resistance Comic Book (Large Print 16pt)
2023-07-18

Handbook on Antimicrobial Resistance 2014-11-27

Resistance
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